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Congress Must Make the Wealthy and Corporations Pay Their Fair Share of Taxes to Support Healthcare and Economic Recovery

After years of struggling with increasing premiums, shrinking coverage and skyrocketing prescription drug prices, Americans finally see meaningful relief on the horizon in the proposals put forth by the Biden Administration to create jobs, invest in healthcare, and rebalance the tax code so that the wealthy and corporations pay more toward building an equitable economy.

Access to quality, affordable healthcare everyone can count on, including affordable prescription medicines, is a cornerstone of economic security and equity. Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, millions of people in the United States—insured and uninsured—were struggling to keep up with the healthcare costs that cause patients to forgo treatment, to incur debt, or to go without other basic necessities. After passage of the Affordable Care Act in 2010, the number of uninsured people declined by 20 million people, a historic low. But under President Trump, the trend was reversed and the number of people without coverage rose, including by 119,000 in North Carolina between 2016 and 2019.

COVID-19 worsened the situation as millions of people lost jobs, income and health insurance during the first year of the pandemic. Federal relief packages that expanded unemployment insurance, healthcare access, and support for nutrition and housing needs helped mitigate the worst harm. But now, as the nation turns to recovery, it’s clear that returning to the status quo will leave families vulnerable to a future crisis whether it’s an accident, an epidemic, a natural disaster or national security breach.

In his first speech to a joint session of Congress, Biden said: “Healthcare should be a right, not a privilege in America.” President Biden has proposed key investments in nutrition, jobs, paid family medical leave, and anti-poverty programs that improve health outcomes. He proposes to make permanent improvements in healthcare affordability that will ensure more people have coverage they can count on. Finally, he proposes to raise taxes on the households making over $400,000 and on corporations, including those that offshore jobs and taxes, to fund these investments and reshape the economy.

Biden Proposals Reverse Trump Priorities that Put Tax Breaks for the Rich Over Healthcare
In 2017, President Trump signed the **Tax Cuts and Jobs Act** tax law that cut the individual mandate provision of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) in order to pay for tax breaks that largely benefit upper income households and corporations. The **Congressional Budget Office** (CBO) predicted that eliminating this ACA provision would result in higher premiums and fewer people with coverage. A **Kaiser study** showed that the tax law increased premiums by an average of 6% in 2019. In **updated CBO analysis** predicts that 7 million more people will be uninsured in 2021-2029 because of the TJCA’s impact on the individual mandate.

While people paid more for health insurance or went without coverage because of the TJCA, the wealthy and corporations saved money thanks to big tax breaks. In **2020**, the richest 20% of Americans (people making $169,000 or more) received an estimated 70% of the tax breaks while the bottom 80% (people making under $90,000 a year) received about 20% of the tax benefits. In North Carolina, the top 1% of taxpayers, people making $639,000 or more, receive an annual tax break of **39,990** while people making $24,000 or less receive about **$20** annually.

Trump’s tax law could provide an even bigger tax windfall for wealthy households and health industry corporations pending the outcome of a Supreme Court lawsuit that challenges the constitutionality of the ACA based on the changes to the individual mandate provision in the TJCA. A group of Republican state attorneys general initiated the **California v. Texas** case. The lawsuit argues that without enforcement of the penalty, the individual mandate is no longer a tax and therefore unconstitutional. The plaintiffs also claim that without the mandate the entire law is invalid and should be struck down. A decision in **California v. Texas** is expected by summer of 2021.

A Supreme Court decision to overturn the ACA would result in **1.3 million** North Carolinians losing marketplace coverage and **1.7 million** losing protections against discrimination based on pre-existing health conditions which now could include **COVID**. In North Carolina, **993,859** COVID survivors could be charged more or denied services and coverage without the ACA. Services like prescription drugs, maternity, mental healthcare and other mandatory essential health benefits may no longer be covered under policies if the ACA is no longer law. In North Carolina, **430,345** who receive premium tax credits to make coverage more affordable, would lose **$607 a month** in tax credits while households making $1 million or more would get a big tax giveaway.

The ACA is financed primarily by taxes on upper income individuals making over $200,000 (and couples making $250,000 or more) annually and taxes on health industry corporations like prescription drug companies. Repealing the ACA would **give** the richest 0.1 percent of Americans—people making more than $3 million annually—tax cuts averaging $198,250. Wealthy people making over $1 million would get a $42,000 tax break annually. Prescription drug corporations would also get an annual tax break of **$2.8 billion** if the ACA were repealed.

**COVID-19 Heightens Urgency for Congress to Put Healthcare Over Wealthcare**
The COVID pandemic has had a devastating health and economic impact on North Carolinians. Between the start of the pandemic and May 1, 2021, 986,443 in North Carolina have lost lives or been infected with COVID. In March, 2021, a year after the pandemic started, about 20 million adults in the United States, including 500,000 in North Carolina were still struggling to put food on the table and 1 in 7 renters were behind on rent, including 269,000 people in North Carolina.

Many of these hardships resulted from layoffs and job losses. Unemployment peaked at 14.8% in April, 2020, the highest level ever recorded, after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic. Overall, part-time workers, workers without college degrees, women, Blacks, Latinos, Indigenous people, and immigrants were more impacted by job loss and have seen slower improvement in employment than white, college educated workers. In 2021, unemployment rates remain high across the states. In the first three months of this year, the average unemployment rate in North Carolina was 5.6%. While there is some improvement in jobs numbers, North Carolina still has 302,000 [Map 1] fewer jobs than before the pandemic started and a higher rate of unemployment, particularly for low-wage industries like food service and hospitality, which were hardest hit by the pandemic.

Along with jobs, millions of people lost their health coverage. The Commonwealth Institute estimates that over 7 million workers lost jobs with employer sponsored insurance, resulting in over 14 million covered dependents also losing coverage. Some people were able to replace that coverage thanks to Medicaid, which grew by over 7 million enrollees in 2020. Medicaid enrollment in North Carolina increased by over 10% last year as job loss and income loss enabled many more people to qualify. But too many people still lack coverage and even among those with coverage, affordability is a struggle.

One third of people with insurance, for instance, can’t afford prescription medicines because either their insurance doesn’t cover the medicine or it’s still too expensive. A Harvard/NPR survey found that the problem is more pronounced among lower-income people: among those earning less than $35,000 a year, 51% did not fill prescriptions. For those earning between $35,000 and $99,999, the study found that 48% did not fill prescriptions. The price of prescription drugs is rising faster than any other good or service.

Prescription drug corporations, including those receiving billions in taxpayer funding for development and manufacture of a COVID vaccine like Pfizer and Johnson & Johnson, increased prices on over 850 drugs by about 5% in 2020. That continues a long trend by which drug corporations, which have exclusive monopoly authority to charge whatever price they want for medicine, have raised list prices typically twice a year in January and July. By and large, those increases are on medicines that taxpayers also contribute to developing: between 2010 and 2019, every single new medicine approved by the Food and Drug Administration included taxpayer-funded research through National Institutes of Health (NIH).

In 2021, Pharma corporations began the year by raising prices again. So far this year, drug corporations have increased the price of 822 prescription medicines by an average of 4.6%. At the same time, drug industry lobbyists have spent a record amount lobbying in the first quarter of 2021 in an effort to stop
any legislation or policy that would put limits on their monopoly power to set prices and to keep them as high as they want.

Aggressive lobbying is one reason why prescription drug corporations are the most profitable companies in the United States, with profit margins for the 35 largest drug corporations nearly twice as high as at least 350 companies in the S&P 500. Pfizer is projected to make $26 billion on the COVID vaccine alone this year and over $70 billion in total. Pfizer as well as other drug corporations will get a big discount on their taxes from these massive revenues thanks to the Trump tax law.

The TJCA slashed the corporate tax rate on domestic profits by 40%—from 35% to 21%—giving five of the biggest drug corporations an estimated total of $8.2 billion in tax cuts in 2018. The Pharma Big 10 were also handed a one-time tax discount worth an estimated $70 billion on their accumulated offshore profits. The drug industry is second only to information technology in offshore profits.

These corporations also benefit from taxpayer funding thanks to investments in research and development by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and other government agencies, from inflating drug prices in taxpayer funded programs like Medicaid and Medicare Part D, and from a tax loophole that rewards them for aggressive marketing to consumers through television ads.

**Biden’s Plan Ensures the Rich and Corporations Pay Their Fair Share**

The President’s “Made in America” Tax Plan proposal would reverse portions of the 2017 Trump tax law and raise significant revenue for investment in healthcare and other services by making wealthy households and corporations pay their fair share of taxes.

- Biden proposes raising the corporate tax rate from 21% to 28% and increasing offshore tax rates from 11% to 21%. Altogether, the Biden plan would raise over $2 trillion from corporate tax increases.
- Biden’s plan would raise another $892 billion by increasing taxes on wealthy households making over $400,000 annually. That includes super wealthy billionaires who added over $1.3 trillion to their wealth over the first year of the pandemic even as countless Americans struggled with illness and economic hardship.
- Biden’s plan also raises $700 billion just by closing the IRS (Internal Revenue Service) enforcement gap which lets corporations and wealthy people off the hook for taxes owed every year because the IRS lacks the man-power and funding to enforce the law.
- Biden’s plan would tax wealth like work by closing two major loopholes that let the rich pay a lower tax rate on the “capital gains” income they receive from stocks and dividends than many middle-class workers pay on their wages. This tax increase would impact people making more than $1 million a year—0.3% of the richest taxpayers. These are among the top 1% who saw their wealth grow by $4 trillion during the pandemic.
Biden’s tax and investment proposals, if passed by Congress, would go a long way toward rebuilding the economy and doing so more fairly. The pandemic has only served to expose and deepen inequality whether in the economic system or in healthcare. Now is the time to “build back better,” with policies that address these long-standing issues while providing needed stimulus and recovery from the pandemic.

Healthcare for everyone in America is within our reach as a nation and it starts with the rich and corporations paying their fair share for the investments in healthcare and related services that would transform our economy and ensure freedom, prosperity and health for all, not just just the wealthy few.

Health Care for America Now (HCAN) is a grassroots coalition of state and national groups that led the fight to pass the landmark Affordable Care Act (ACA). Healthcare Over Wealthcare is a campaign of Health Care for America Now that advocates for prioritizing investments in equitable, affordable healthcare for everyone over tax breaks for the rich and corporations. Follow us on Twitter @HCAN.

Action NC’s mission is to confront and reduce the root causes of poverty, underdevelopment, and social and economic inequality through grassroots education, training, organization and mobilization. Action NC organizes in poor and working-income communities full of talented and committed people looking for an opportunity to work together to build a stronger and more secure future. Learn more at actionnc.org